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NEWSLETTER

We are a family of Believers, glorifying God, welcoming new members from near and far, learning to love God and neighbor.

The following selection is taken from Jonathan Cahn's "The Book of Mysteries", published by
FrontLine Charisma Media/Charisma House Book Group, c. 2016, Day 140.
***The Secret of Colors
He led me into a garden filled with fruit trees and flowers. It had to be one of the most beautiful places
in the entire school.
"So many colors," said the teacher. "What do you see?"
"Red, blue, and purple flowers, yellow and green fruits, white lillies..."
"Why is the red flower red?" he asked.
"Because that's its color?" I replied. "I don't understand."
"The red flower is bathed in the light of all colors. It absorbs all colors except one-red. Red is the color
of the one light it doesn't receive or absorb. So red is the one color it reflects or gives back. Now what if
a flower took in and kept all the colors of the light? What color would it be?"
"No color," I said. "It would be dark. It would be a black flower."
"Correct," he said, "and not only with flowers but with all things. That which you take and keep to
yourself is not that which you are...but that which you are not. It is that which you are empty. It is those
who take from this world and don't give...who are the empty. It is those who seek to acquire love from
this world, but not to give love...who are the loveless. And it is those who take blessing but don't give
blessing... who are the unblessed...the black flowers.."
"So that which you give is that which you are."
"Or what you become," said the teacher. "It is those who give love who are the loved. It is those who
give of their possessions who are the rich. And it is those who bless who are the blessed. So that which
you would have your life to become is the very thing you must give. Therefore, live a life of giving love,
and you will have love. Live a life of giving of your possessions, and you will be rich. Live a life of blessing
others, and your life will always be blessed. For the light shines on every flower. But each flower
becomes the light it gives back. So His love shines on all. But only that which you give back is what you
will be and become."
He paused to pick up a white lily, which he held up to the sunlight.
"And what happens to those who keep nothing but give everything back?"
"They become white," I answered.

"More than that," he said. "They become light."
The Mission: Commit to become a vessel of giving, to fully give of every blessing. Start today. And your
life will become the reflection of God.
Proverbs 11:25-26, Matthew 5:16, 2 Corinthians 3:18
The Celebration of Light***

SPECIAL

PRAYERS

*Our Church and Its Members

*Stanley White Church and Its Members
*LPC's Mission Study
Group
*Carl Alston
*L. H. Roberson
*Joanne Jackson
*Agnes Atkins
*Trish Hamm
*Bobbie Gregory
*Jerry Ellis
*Laura (Joe Sandoval's Friend)
*Vera Turpin
*Noah Matthew
Daniels and Parents for His Birth
*Catherine and Tommy Alston's Expectation of Twins
*Believers
Around the World
*Our Service Folks Around the World
*Our Country's Leaders and Citizens
*The Peace of Jerusalem

NOTES
Communion will be every quarter now.
Summer Movies on the Lawn continue. Volunteers are needed to assist with setup and water
and snacks. July 7, July 21, and August 11 are next movie dates.
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BIRTHDAYS

13th- Nancy Lawler

16th- Joanne Mynes

VOLUNTEERS
Wanda Clark

Flowers- Lynn Lesak

Fellowship- Carol and Jerry Ellis
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9:30am

Worship With Guest Minister Chuck Wiessner
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Ushers- John and

Movie
Worship With John Clark

Fellowship After Service

Worship With Michelle Moseley
Session Meeting
Movie
Worship With Guest Minister Susan Mazzara
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